Adaptive identification of time delays in nonlinear dynamical models.
This paper develops an adaptive synchronization strategy to identify both discrete and distributed time delays in nonlinear dynamical models. In contrast with adaptive techniques for parameter estimation in the literature, the adaptive strategy developed here for time-delay identification invites more precise results that have physical and dynamical importance. It is analytically and numerically found that distributed time delays in a model with an asymptotically stable steady state can be adaptively identified, and which is different from the case of discrete time-delays identification. Other aspects of the strategy developed here, for time-delay identification, are illustrated by several representative dynamical models. Aside from illustrations for toy models and their generated data, the strategy developed is used with experimental data, to identify a time delay, called transcriptional delay, in a model describing the transcription of messenger RNAs (mRNAs) for Notch signaling molecules.